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From one of the nation’s most beloved writers, Fly Away Home is an
unforgettable story of a mother and two daughters who seek refuge in an old
Connecticut beach house.

When Sylvie Serfer met Richard Woodruff in law school, she had wild curls,
wide hips, and lots of opinions. Decades later, Sylvie has remade herself as the
ideal politician’s wife—her hair dyed and straightened, her hippie-chick
wardrobe replaced by tailored knit suits. At fifty-seven, she ruefully
acknowledges that her job is staying twenty pounds thinner than she was in her
twenties and tending to her husband, the senator.

Lizzie, the Woodruffs’ younger daughter, is at twenty-four a recovering addict,
whose mantra HALT (Hungry? Angry? Lonely? Tired?) helps her keep her life
under control. Still, trouble always seems to find her. Her older sister, Diana, an
emergency room physician, has everything Lizzie failed to achieve—a husband,
a young son, the perfect home—and yet she’s trapped in a loveless marriage.
With temptation waiting in one of the ER’s exam rooms, she finds herself
craving more.

After Richard’s extramarital affair makes headlines, the three women are drawn
into the painful glare of the national spotlight. Once the press conference is over,
each is forced to reconsider her life, who she is and who she is meant to be.

Written with an irresistible blend of heartbreak and hilarity, Fly Away Home is an
unforgettable story of a mother and two daughters who after a lifetime of
distance finally learn to find refuge in one another.
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From one of the nation’s most beloved writers, Fly Away Home is an unforgettable story of a mother and two
daughters who seek refuge in an old Connecticut beach house.

When Sylvie Serfer met Richard Woodruff in law school, she had wild curls, wide hips, and lots of opinions.
Decades later, Sylvie has remade herself as the ideal politician’s wife—her hair dyed and straightened, her
hippie-chick wardrobe replaced by tailored knit suits. At fifty-seven, she ruefully acknowledges that her job
is staying twenty pounds thinner than she was in her twenties and tending to her husband, the senator.

Lizzie, the Woodruffs’ younger daughter, is at twenty-four a recovering addict, whose mantra HALT
(Hungry? Angry? Lonely? Tired?) helps her keep her life under control. Still, trouble always seems to find
her. Her older sister, Diana, an emergency room physician, has everything Lizzie failed to achieve—a
husband, a young son, the perfect home—and yet she’s trapped in a loveless marriage. With temptation
waiting in one of the ER’s exam rooms, she finds herself craving more.

After Richard’s extramarital affair makes headlines, the three women are drawn into the painful glare of the
national spotlight. Once the press conference is over, each is forced to reconsider her life, who she is and
who she is meant to be.

Written with an irresistible blend of heartbreak and hilarity, Fly Away Home is an unforgettable story of a
mother and two daughters who after a lifetime of distance finally learn to find refuge in one another.
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Editorial Review

From Bookmarks Magazine
The Philadelphia Inquirer writes that Weiner "transcends her own fiercely defended chick-lit author status
by running her highlighter across a hot-button question of the zeitgeist: What do public marriages mean in
the era of Tiger, Eliot, John, and Billary?" Other critics, however, aren't quite so sure that Fly Away Home
rises above Weiner's usual fare. After all, it's the compulsively likable, if somewhat clichéd, women and their
issues that take center stage; the less-developed male characters fall by the wayside. Still, as she does in
previous novels, Weiner successfully excavates complex relationships. In the end, if not one of Weiner's
best, Fly Away Home "is a well-tuned hymn to the resilience of women in the wake of heartache, regret, and
the failed promises of Botox" (Philadelphia Inquirer).

From Booklist
Sylvie Serfer Woodruff is stunned when her husband, Senator Richard Woodruff, is exposed by the press for
having an affair with a staffer. Though Sylvie is humiliated, she agrees to stand by Richard’s side during his
mea culpa press conference. As soon as it’s over, she heads to a house in Connecticut owned by her family,
not sure whether she wants to end her marriage or not. The Woodruffs’ two daughters are at similar
crossroads in their lives. Diana, a physician with a young son, is carrying on an affair with a younger man
after growing weary of her marriage, while her younger sister, Lizzie, a recovering addict, is trying to rebuild
her life after a stint in rehab. Realizing she has always put Richard first before her children, Sylvie makes a
bid to have her daughters join her out at the Connecticut house and is surprised to find their lives as
tumultuous as hers has become. Weiner’s trademark blend of wit and sensitivity distinguishes this timely tale
about a family in crisis. --Kristine Huntley

Review
“Unflappably fun… Hilarious… In Jennifer Weiner's luscious new novel, Fly Away Home, a political wife's
predicament is the catalyst for a highly entertaining story… The message is choosing to live an authentic life.
As always, Weiner gives us a woman who stands taller, curvier, and happier when she does just that.”
—"USA Today"

“This best-selling author proves again that she writes the best page-turners around.” – "Elle"

“"Fly Away Home" is Weiner’s best offering in years. The book is well written, a page turner and timely.”
—"Associated Press"

"Witty and smart" —"O "Magazine

“The quintessential beach read!” —"Columbus Dispatch"

"“Fly Away Home" is the book to pack this summer. The latest from Jennifer Weiner has it all.” — "St.
Petersburg Times"

"Smart and juicy" —"Good Housekeeping"

"Unflappably fun... Hilarious... In Jennifer Weiner's luscious new novel, Fly Away Home, a political wife's
predicament is the catalyst for a highly entertaining story... The message is choosing to live an authentic life.
As always, Weiner gives us a woman who stands taller, curvier, and happier when she does just that." --
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"USA Today"

"This is summer reading at its best: entertaining and full of insight into relationships and how they change" --
"People "(3.5 out of 4 stars)

"Fresh, nuanced... Weiner wryly and sensitively shows the trade-offs we all make to maintain our
relationships." --"Parade"

"This best-selling author proves again that she writes the best page-turners around." - "Elle"

"Witty and smart" --"O "Magazine

""Fly Away Home" is Weiner's best offering in years. The book is well written, a page turner and timely." --
"Associated Press"

"The quintessential beach read!" --"Columbus Dispatch"

"Sharp, hysterical, thoughtful. . .Jennifer Weiner's latest treat hits the spot" --"The Providence Journal"

""Fly Away Home" is the book to pack this summer. The latest from Jennifer Weiner has it all." -- "St.
Petersburg Times"

"Smart and juicy" --"Good Housekeeping"

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Norman Eiland:

The guide untitled Fly Away Home: A Novel is the guide that recommended to you you just read. You can
see the quality of the reserve content that will be shown to a person. The language that publisher use to
explained their ideas are easily to understand. The copy writer was did a lot of study when write the book,
and so the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-
book of Fly Away Home: A Novel from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Ashley Downs:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always aim to and must have the extra time or they will get lot of
stress from both daily life and work. So , once we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely yes.
People is human not really a huge robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity are you experiencing
when the spare time coming to you of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one,
reading textbooks. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, typically the book you
have read is Fly Away Home: A Novel.



Angela Thomas:

Fly Away Home: A Novel can be one of your starter books that are good idea. All of us recommend that
straight away because this guide has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in terminology,
easy to understand, bit entertaining but delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to place
every word into joy arrangement in writing Fly Away Home: A Novel yet doesn't forget the main stage,
giving the reader the hottest and also based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be one of it. This great
information can certainly drawn you into fresh stage of crucial pondering.

Maria McGhee:

Many people spending their period by playing outside together with friends, fun activity along with family or
just watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by reading through a
book. Ugh, think reading a book can actually hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It ok you
can have the e-book, getting everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Fly Away Home: A Novel
which is having the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's view.
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